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ONIKUMA T22 Gaming TWS earbuds (Black)

TWS ONIKUMA T22 headphones (black)
Are you looking for wireless headphones to make your daily chores more pleasant? Onikuma T22 will be an excellent choice! Fantastic
sound  quality  will  allow  you  to  enjoy  your  favorite  music,  podcasts  or  phone  calls,  no  matter  where  you  are.  Their  operation  will  be
facilitated by touch panels, and the ergonomic design means you can wear them for long hours without feeling fatigue or discomfort.
 
Immerse yourself in the music
Discover  every  nuance  of  your  favorite  music  like  never  before!  Equipped  with  high-tech  components,  the  T22  headphones  provide
clarity, richness of tone and depth of bass to make every note more intense and every sound more distinct. SBC and AAC audio codecs
guarantee excellent sound reproduction, whether you're listening to your favorite music, watching movies or making phone calls.
 
Touch control
Operating the headphones will not be a problem for you! They are equipped with intuitive touch panels that will give you quick access to
the  most  important  functions  of  the  headphones.  Using  them,  you  can  conveniently  adjust  the  volume,  change  the  songs  you  are
playing, control incoming calls or activate the voice assistant.
 
Bluetooth 5.3
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Forget  about  delays!  The  headphones  use  Bluetooth  5.3,  which  offers  a  stable  and  fast  connection  to  the  selected  device.  It  also
guarantees  perfect  synchronization  of  sound  and  video,  which  is  crucial  when  watching  movies,  playing  video  games  or  video
conferencing.
 
No interruption to your music
Let your music accompany you for a long time! With a runtime of 4 hours on a single charge, you can enjoy your favorite tunes for hours
without interruption. You'll also find a charging case included to further extend their performance.
 
Included
headphonescharging case
 
ManufacturerOnikumaModelT22ColorBlackBluetooth version5.3Range10 mAudio codecsSBC, AACOperating time4 hCharging time of the
case2 hHeadphone charging time2 h

Preço:

Antes: € 10.9962

Agora: € 9.50
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